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ABSTRACT
The Personal is Still Political: An Analysis of Jessica Valenti’s Contemporary Feminine Style
by
Michala M. Zilkey, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2022

Major Professor: Mollie Murphy
Department: Communication Studies and Philosophy
The feminine style is essential for advancing the feminist movement because it bridges the divide
between norms of femininity and expectations of public oration. I argue that fourth-wave
feminists have a larger spectrum of socially acceptable behavior but are still constrained by
conservative gender norms. This thesis asks the question, to what extent does contemporary
feminists’ rhetoric mirror and diverge from earlier iterations of the feminine style? To answer
this question, I turn to the rhetoric of Jessica Valenti, a well-known fourth-wave feminist. I begin
by providing context about Jessica Valenti, briefly summarize tenets of previous feminist
movements, and overview literature about the feminine style. Then, I unpack Valenti’s
utilization of the feminine style in Sex Object and discuss how her rhetoric is tailored for and
suits contemporary society. I argue that Valenti employs a contemporary feminine style that
mirrors and diverges from earlier iterations. More specifically, she invokes her relational identity
and engages in self-disclosure to illustrate the personal as political and the political as personal,
yet she also challenges expectations that women will make their stories palatable. To conclude, I
explain how Valenti’s use of the feminine style contributes to scholarly understandings of
contemporary feminist rhetoric.
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
The Personal is Still Political: An Analysis of Jessica Valenti’s Contemporary Feminine Style
Michala M. Zilkey

In 2016, Jessica Valenti’s memoir, Sex Object, was published. Sex Object describes Valenti’s
experiences of sexualization and objectification in a personal and anecdotal format. The feminine
style, a rhetorical style that bridges the divide between norms of femininity and expectations of
public oration, has been heralded as essential for advancing the feminist movement. This thesis
asks the question, to what extent does contemporary feminists’ rhetoric mirror and diverge from
earlier iterations of the feminine style? I argue that Valenti’s employs a feminine style that
utilizes relational norms and self-disclosure to illustrate the personal as political and the political
as personal, yet she also challenges expectations that women will make their stories palatable by
engaging in a blunt tone and utilizing vulgarity. I argue that fourth-wave feminists have a larger
spectrum of socially acceptable behavior but are still constrained by conservative gender norms.
To conclude, I explain how Valenti’s feminine style contributes to scholarly understandings of
contemporary feminist rhetoric, including identity privilege and rhetorical characteristics of
fourth-wave feminists.
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Chapter I
Introduction

Historically, womxn’s1 voices have been suppressed and contained. The societal norms
that define leadership, credibility, and public address as masculine characteristics undermine
female attempts to enter the public or political spheres (Campbell 1973, 1989; Hayden 1999).
During the first feminist wave, women were unsexed through public oration and those who
engaged in public speaking or community organizing faced harsh societal repercussions
(Campbell, 1973, 1989; Rosen 2000). First wave feminists recognized that they had to work
within the cultural norms and ideological constraints surrounding femininity to advance
women’s rights. Thus, feminists creatively engineered a new style used to convince a female
audience that they were capable of enacting change grounded in the female identity. This
rhetorical method, later labeled by Karlyn Kohrs Campbell (1973, 1989, 1995) as the feminine
style, was a powerful tool for speaking politically while navigating the constraints of gender
norms. Key characteristics of the feminine style included an invitational peer-like tone, selfdisclosure in the form of personal anecdotes, reliance on female characteristics and shared
expertise between movement leaders and audience members (Campbell 1973, 1989, 1995; Dow,
1995; Dow & Tonn 1993; Hayden 1999; Parry-Giles & Parry-Giles, 1996; Peeples & Deluca,
2006) . Using these techniques were very effective in constituting women’s personal issues as
political and inviting lay women to help advance the feminist movement (Hayden, 1999). The
feminine style was essential because it bridged the divide between norms of femininity and
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Throughout my analysis, when writing in my own voice, I will use womxn to reflect a contemporary construction
of intersectional womxnhood. However, when citing others, I will replicate their use of women/woman.
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expectations of public oration. Therefore, the potential for advancing the feminist movement
increased exponentially through the utilization of the feminine style.
Feminist scholars have emphasized a need to investigate the variance of female lived
experiences, with Hayden (1999) maintaining that “a variety of factors including race, class, and
historical time frame affect the social roles a woman assumes as well as her relationship to and
understanding of dominant feminine norms” (p. 84; See also Davis, 1998, Flores, 1996;
Palczewski, 1996). Dow and Tonn (1993) reinforce that the feminine style stems from the social
roles women occupy, indicating first wave feminists as having a small range of acceptable
behaviors they could use to generate social change since they were bound by strict cultural
norms. Although there have been some advances, modern age womxn are still affected by
conservative ideologies of womxnhood and femininity (Pickens & Braun, 2018). However,
contemporary feminists have new strategies and opportunities enabling them to campaign for
equality such as more public visibility, more political salience, a larger vocabulary for defining
oppression and the employment of new platforms such as social media (Looft, 2017;
Zimmerman 2017). This raises a question: to what extent do contemporary feminists employ a
feminine style characterized by invitational styling, adherence to gender norms, shared expertise,
and self-disclosure? More specifically, to what extent does contemporary feminists’ rhetoric
mirror and diverge from earlier iterations of the feminine style?
To begin to answer this question, this thesis turns to the rhetoric of Jessica Valenti, a
founder and writer of “Feministing.com”, a website established in 2004 and credited with
bringing feminism online (The Guardian, n.d.). Valenti has since been hailed as one of the
womxn responsible for moving feminism online and initiating the fourth-feminist wave.
Valenti’s styling is enticing to lay audience and academic readers (see Kruk, 2009; Cole, 2015)
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due to her “earnest intelligence” and “street-wise argot” (Kruk, 2009, p. 355). Valenti has been
recognized as one of the top 100 women in writing and academia alongside prolific authors such
as Maya Angelou and Susan Faludi (Khaleei, 2011). Valenti’s memoir, Sex Object, an acclaimed
New York Times bestseller, contains stories of Valenti’s childhood, adolescence, adulthood and
journey to feminism. In this thesis, I examine how Valenti (2016) utilizes the feminine style
within Sex Object and, moreover, I consider how rhetorical analysis of Sex Object can expand
our understanding of the feminine style and its 21st-century application.
In what follows, I first provide context about Jessica Valenti, briefly summarize tenets of
previous feminist movements, and overview literature about the feminine style. Then, I unpack
Valenti’s utilization of the feminine style in Sex Object. I argue that Valenti employs a
contemporary feminine style that mirrors and diverges from earlier iterations. More specifically,
she invokes her relational identity and engages in self-disclosure to illustrate the personal as
political and the political as personal, yet she also challenges expectations that women will make
their stories palatable. In addition, I discuss how Valenti’s feminine style is tailored for and suits
contemporary society. To conclude, I explain how Valenti’s use of the feminine style contributes
to scholarly understandings of contemporary feminist rhetoric and provide reasoning for how
analysis of Valenti’s feminine style adds to the academic conversation about identity, power, and
rhetorical ability.
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Chapter Two
Feminism, Rhetoric, and Jessica Valenti

Jessica Valenti
Valenti has attempted to make feminism accessible to the lay audience since earning her
Master’s degree in Women’s and Gender Studies with a concentration in politics from Rutgers
University in 2002. Valenti’s career began in 2003 as co-founder and writer of
"Feministing.com," which the Columbia Journalism Review hailed as "Heads and shoulders
above almost any writing on women's issues in mainstream media" (Quart, 2008, n.p.). Since her
start in the online sphere, Jessica Valenti has moved into the world of print and become a
renowned feminist author, having written six books and numerous articles for prestigious
newspapers such as The New York Times and The Washington Post (Valenti, 2018; Valenti,
2014). Valenti’s (2007) first book, Full Frontal Feminism: A Young Woman’s Guide to Why
Feminism Matters, defends feminism against its association as “anti-men, anti-sex, anti-sexism,
anti-everything” (p. 6). In Full Frontal Feminism, Valenti (2007) emphasizes the continued need
for feminism, noting the persisting misogyny and ideologies of femininity that “there’s
something wrong with us …too fat … dumb … too smart… too slutty … not slutty enough”
with a blunt “fuck that” (p. 6). Full Frontal Feminism introduces Valenti’s unapologetic tone to
her readers, a style Valenti has continued through her other works. Since Full Frontal Feminism
was published in 2007, Valenti authored four other books: He’s a Stud, she’s a Slut and 49 other
Double Standards Everyone Woman Should Know (2008), award-winning The Purity Myth
(2009), Why Have Kids (2012), Sex Object (2016), and most recently Believe Me: How Trusting
Women Can Change the World (2020). Valenti (2008) also co-edited Yes Means Yes: Visions of
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Female Sexual Power and A World Without Rape with Jaclyn Friedman, a book hailed as one of
Publishers Weekly 99 Best Books of the Year (Publishers Weekly, 2009). Valenti’s transition
from the online sphere into the world of print was successful, with audience members
voraciously reading Valenti’s books.
In Sex Object, Valenti discusses how objectification has affected her life. Objectification
theory, originally developed by Fredrickson and Roberts (1997) posits that females are "treated
as a body (or collection of body parts) valued predominately for its use (or consumption) by
others" (p. 174). Objectification has adverse health outcomes such as poor mental health,
disordered eating, higher rates of shame, anxiety, and decreased motivation (Arroyo & Harwood,
2012; Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997). In Sex Object, Valenti (2016) illustrates how objectification
altered her self-concept, self-esteem, and relationships with others. Valenti unpacks her
experiences within Sex Object, providing commentary about the sexualization of women and
sharing how unidimensional ideologies of femininity bound her life (Valenti, 2016). In Sex
Object, Valenti recounts growing up in Queens, where she was routinely sexualized. She
emphasizes how her experiences shaped her self-perception, with her social and personal identity
stemming from her objectification. After this realization, she leaned into the role, noting “If I
was going to be a sex object, I was going to be the best sex object I could be” (Valenti, 2016, p.
13). She discusses vital turning points within her life that include attending Tulane, her feminist
awakening, a cocaine reliance, her introduction to her current husband, and her experiences with
abortion, pregnancy, birth, and raising a daughter. Sex Object is full of personal disclosures and
anecdotes, making it engaging and approachable. Valenti strategically targets a non-academic
audience to make feminism more accessible (Solomon, 2009). National Public Radio (NPR) and
the Guardian have hailed Sex Object as an essential book for women – and men – to read,
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presumably due to the relatable and impactful nature of Valenti’s book (Quinn, 2016; Ziesler,
2016).
In an interview with the New York Times, and emphasized in Sex Object, Valenti (2016)
describes writing her memoir as an act of empowerment for herself and others. She highlights
how she wanted to share her personal stories to validate womxn with similar experiences
(Solomon, 2009). In an interview with the Michigan Quarterly Review, Valenti spoke about her
decision to leave feminist theory out of Sex Object, instead of focusing on letting her story stand
by itself, “Right now, we’re in this moment where women are telling their stories, where the
first-person narrative is big, where people are really using their experiences to contextualize
political experience” (O’Reilly, n.d., n.p.). Yet, before the publication of Sex Object, Valenti
(2016) vocalized her anxiety over sharing her personal experiences, commenting on it as
“terrifying” but also “exciting” (O’Reilly, n.d., n.p.). Valenti’s decision to share her narrative
should be acknowledged as an act of resilience, as backlash against feminist authors is common,
especially in online spheres (Cole, 2015).
Valenti (2016) has been vocal about the struggles of being a feminist writer in the 21st
century, citing harsh verbal aggression and threats of violence as something she commonly faces
(Soloman, 2009). Valenti (2016) dedicates her endnotes of Sex Object to documenting the
oppressive and hateful speech she frequently receives. Some comments seem less serious such as
“Your book is silly. And you are silly” (p. 200) but most are aggressive and contain violent
references such as “I think you need to be gagged. All we do is fuck and chuck women
nowadays because of the rhetoric of cunts like you. I hope you perish in a gasoline explosioninduced car crash” (p. 199). In 2016, The Guardian conducted a rigorous study of the 70 million
comments that have been left on its website since 2006 and found that Valenti was a top
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recipient of online hate speech (Gardiner et al., 2016). This provides additional evidence for why
Sex Object is an artifact suitable for feminist criticism, as it indicates the cultural misogyny that
exists in the contemporary age. Valenti’s popularity and participation in the online sphere have
cemented her status as an important figure of fourth wave feminism, and Sex Object is a text rich
with rhetorical nuance that can provide insight into the contemporary feminine style.
Feminist (Rhetorical) History
The first wave of feminism in the United States can be traced back as early as the 1848
Seneca Falls Declaration but is more established as occurring in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries (Krolokke & Sorenson, 2006). First wave feminism was intertwined with
abolition and temperance movements, but largely served the interests of White, middle-class
women (Krolokke & Sorenson, 2006). First wave feminists were focused on creating access and
equal opportunities for women, such as the right to vote and own land. Passed by Congress on
June 4th, 1919, and ratified on August 18th, 1920, the 19th amendment secured women’s right to
do so. However, racial discrimination was rampant within the political sector, and instead of the
19th amendment securing these rights for all women, these rights were only given to White
women (Teborg-Penn, 1998).
While they lacked the terminology and language to define it as such, consciousnessraising efforts and the feminine style were essential to the first wave of feminism (Campbell,
1973; Rosen, 2000). By sharing personal anecdotes, establishing shared expertise, and utilizing a
peer-like or meek tone, women became aware that the problems present in their personal lives
were also present in the lives of others. Mutual validation of shared narratives allowed first wave
feminists to constitute themselves as a public and political body. Thus, feminists employed
tactics to orient women’s attention towards communal experiences of discrimination.
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The second wave of feminism saw the development of a feminist vocabulary, which was
essential for the growth and accessibility of the movement. Katie Sarachild, the founder of the
women’s liberation movement in New York, labeled the act of sharing personal narratives,
feelings, and experiences as “consciousness-raising.” Sarachild (1968) unpacked consciousnessraising within her article A Program for Feminist Consciousness Raising published in Notes from
the First Year: Women’s liberation, Major Writings of the Radical Feminists. Women were
encouraged by Sarachild (1968) to make groups in which they shared their feelings, highlighting
the female ability to be guided by their emotions. Sarachild (1968) argued that this is the first
step for initiating change, as this pool of feelings will eventually turn into theory and then result
in action. “The ‘bitch session’ cell group” outlined the steps of consciousness-raising, which
included sharing personal experiences or testimony, engaging in discussion of consciousnessresistance in which women unpack the reasons why they might repress their consciousness, and
learning to relate to not only other sisters in the group or other women in general but also allies
and enemies (Sarachild, 1968, p. 79). Sarachild (1968) makes a powerful statement about the
need for consciousness-raising efforts during the second wave:
The seeds of a new and beautiful world society lie buried in the consciousness of this
very class that has been abused and oppressed since the beginning of human history. It is
a program planned on the assumption that a mass liberation movement will develop as
more and more women begin to perceive their situation correctly, and that, therefore, our
primary task right now is to awaken “class” consciousness in ourselves and others on a
mass scale. (p. 79)
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Sarachild (1968) argued that women needed to engage in personal recognition and testimony to
understand the multilayered oppression to which they were subject. Ultimately, the goal of
consciousness-raising was to use concrete experience to generate change (Ling Lee, 2007).
Notes from the Second Year: Women’s Liberation also made the feminist principle that
“the personal is political” accessible. Carol Hanisch (1970) is the womxn responsible for the
well-known phrase, although in the 2006 republication of her article The Personal Is Political,
she credits the editors of Notes from the Second Year Shulasmith Firestone and Anne Kodt, for
the title (Hanisch, 2006). Nonetheless, Hanisch’s essay, The Personal Is Political (1970) has
been regarded as monumental to the feminist movement (Rosen, 2000). Through her argument
that there are no personal solutions, “only collective action for a collective solution”, the feminist
premise that “the personal is political” became a slogan of the second wave (1970, p. 3).
Campbell (1973) articulated the personal as political as an apt rhetorical tool since it reflected
that “solutions must be structural, not merely personal, and analysis must move from personal
experience and feeling to illuminate a common condition that all women experience and share”
(p. 81). “The personal is political” was not the only ground-breaking call to action from Notes
from the Second Year, which was published in 1970 following the success of Notes from the
First Year published in 1968. Both Notes (1968, 1970) were published by the New York Radical
Women, and Notes (1968, 1970) are a historically significant text since it has been labeled as the
theoretical journal of the modern Women’s Liberation Movement (Rosen, 2000).
The second wave of feminism centered around women’s representation in the public
sphere, bodily autonomy, and sexual liberation. This movement emphasized the importance of
representation and sought to place women in leadership positions within politics, corporations,
and educational institutions (Rosen, 2000). The second wave of feminism also sought to advance
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women's health rights, such as the right to have birth control or receive an abortion (Dubriwny,
2005). Second wave feminists emphasized rhetoric of sisterhood and bonding around the female
identity, although this led to other challenges.
While second wave feminists attempted to constitute women as a collective, some
perpetuated essentialization. Essentialism, in the context of gender, refers to the tendency to
forward an essence of femininity or womanhood shared between all women (Grosz, 2013).
Essentialism does not account for individual differences between women but instead focuses on
sex as the basis of discrimination instead of an individual womxn’s sociopolitical positioning
(Bohan, 1993). For example, Gilligan’s (1993) book In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory
and Women’s Development, initially hailed as revolutionary and thought-provoking, later
received pushback due to Gilligan’s extrapolation of studying some women to represent all
women. Critics claimed that broad categories such as “women” or “western culture” erased
salient cultural, historical, or political differences (Heyes, 1997). Chakraborty (2007) argues that
the essentialization present in the second wave was due to fears about the politics surrounding
race, identity, and related issues. There were influential Black and Queer feminists of the second
wave who were marginalized due to their identities or beliefs that existed outside mainstream
White feminism. For example, Ti-Grace Atkinson, Audre Lorde, the Combahee River Collective,
Salsa Soul Sisters, and the National Black Feminist Organization were all actors during the
second wave, but White feminists did not seek to collaborate or learn from them (Fahs, 2001;
Roth, 2003). Therefore, a criticism leveraged at second wave feminists was the insistence on
studying women while ignoring the cultural differences that spur from sexual orientation,
socioeconomic status, or race (Chakraborty, 2007; Grosz, 2013). Even in the contemporary age,
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history is being revised to more accurately account for the importance and influence of
historically marginalized feminist groups.
Overcoming the essentialization of previous years became a focus of third wave
feminism, which was loosely initiated around 1990 and continued through 2010 (Looft, 2017).
Informed by Black feminism, postcolonial efforts, queer theory, and intersectionality, third wave
feminism acknowledged the inability to speak on behalf of a fragmented constituency of womxn.
Intersectionality, conceptualized by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989, promotes the lived experiences
of “multidimensionality of marginalized subjects” (p.139). Intersectionality acknowledges how
identity consists of multiple paradigms (i.e. race, gender, ability, sexuality, nationality, etc.) that
all need to be analyzed in conjunction with each other to have an in-depth understanding of lived
experience. Thus, intersectionality became the “primary theoretical tool designed to combat
feminist hierarchy, hegemony, and exclusivity” (Nash, 2008, p.1). Colonize This! edited by
Hernandez and Rehmen (2002) and To Be Real by Walker (1995) were prolific third wave
artifacts that spread narratives of womxn of color and acknowledged the inherent Whiteness of
feminism. Thus, third wave feminists became more aware of identity tensions and attempted to
represent womxn as a unified subject while not extrapolating the views, privileges, and practices
of some feminists to all feminists. In conjunction, they worked against the assumption that the
voices of minority womxn, queer womxn or transgender womxn are heard as easily or perceived
with the same esteem as White, cis-gender, heterosexual womxn (Roth, 2003). This perspective
encourages third wave feminists with more privilege to step aside or use their space to give
salience to womxn more marginalized than themselves.
Snyder (2008) discussed three main tenets of third wave feminism: utilizing personal
narratives to provide an intersectional and multilayered perspective of feminism, embracing
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action over theoretical discussion, and removal of the policing of feminism that views some
feminist actions as superior to others. Intersectionality acknowledges that some feminist acts are
more accessible than others. For example, the ability to participate in a gender studies course or
act in protest or marches reflect resources of time or money (Sowards & Renegar, 2004).
Therefore, a move away from specific feminist behaviors occurred, and a wider range of
feminism and feminist acts became acceptable and the third wave moved away from the
“perceived ideological rigidity” of previous waves (Synder, 2008, p. 176). Schuster (2017)
unpacks the different interpretations of the premise “the personal is political” associated with the
second and third waves. Second wave feminists interpret “the personal is political” as a belief
that personal experiences have political causes, and that the struggles of the female role are due
to the patriarchal nature of society, not personal inadequacy (Shuster, 2017). However, third
wave feminists understand the “personal is political” as a representation of the interaction
between political and personal aspects of identifying as a feminist. By identifying as a feminist,
third wavers argue that all actions have political importance and significance, and the act of
living as a feminist is a feminist act within itself (Schuster, 2017). However, the sudden cultural
transition from structured, planned, and theory-based second wave feminism to the looser style
of third-wave feminists caused some second wave feminists to question the direction and
integrity of the new movement that celebrated feminism manifested in popular culture, such as
hip-hop feminism or Buffy the Vampire Slayer as a feminist icon (Sowards & Renegar, 2004).
Despite the pushback they received from second wavers, third wave feminists continued
to advance equal rights and maintain an emphasis on the personal as political (Heywood &
Drake, 2007). Third wave feminists maintained a focus on campaigning for womxn’s
reproductive rights, emphasizing a womxn’s right to have access to birth control and abortion.
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Third wave feminists understood their bodies as a primary site for feminist resistance, working to
deconstruct internalized patriarchy and misogyny, echoing Sally Kempton’s (1970) claim that “it
is hard to fight an enemy who has outposts in your head” (Fixmer & Wood, 2005; Kempton,
1970, p. 57). The third wave was characterized by its use of personal narratives to name and
situate women's issues in contemporary culture, with more public outlets such as Bitch
continuing the feminist tradition of consciousness-raising and self-disclosure.
The fourth wave of feminism is acknowledged within academia as loosely initiating
around 2008 and continuing today (Chamberlain, 2017; Zimmerman, 2017). The fourth wave
echoes and advances the intersectional efforts of the third wave, often utilizing technology to do
so. The online presence of the fourth wave has been invaluable in creating access to feminism
and deconstructing privilege through spreading marginalized narratives (Looft, 2017; Matich et
al., 2019; Zimmerman, 2017). The perspectives and experiences of a womxn from a different
environment, socioeconomic status, race, disability, ethnicity, etc., are now considered more
accessible than ever with the advancement of social media platforms and readily available
technology such as cell phones.
The fourth wave seeks to address sexual and non-sexual harassment, violence, and
assault; often using an online presence to advance womxn’s rights to bodily autonomy. For
example, the #MeToo movement started in 2006 but went viral in 2017 when women began
using Twitter to share their stories of sexual harassment and abuse (Brunner & Partlow-Lefevre,
2020). Zimmerman (2017) emphasizes social media as an indispensable tool for fourth wave
feminists and acknowledges a lack of separation between online and offline feminism, as fourth
wave feminists do not differentiate between the two methods. Online and offline activism are
equally essential for advancing an intersectional agenda, as the accessibility of social media
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provides an opening to disrupt structures that silence women, contributing to the spread of
narratives experienced by all women.
With each feminist wave, feminists had more methods, manners, and means of
campaigning for equality. The first wave saw women organize in private settings, the second
wave created terminology necessary for advancing the movement, the third wave committed to
ending the essentialization of women and began implementation of intersectional feminism, and
the advancing technology of the fourth wave made feminism as accessible and approachable. As
feminism grew, ideals of femininity and womxn shifted, meaning womxn were allowed to
engage in new behaviors, including feminist rhetorical methods.
The feminine style
Karlyn Kohrs Campbell (1989) labeled the lexicon “the feminine style” in her twovolume work Man Cannot Speak for Her. Campbell originally conceptualized women’s
liberation rhetoric as stylistically and substantively different than male rhetorical efforts in The
Rhetoric of Women’s Liberation: An Oxymoron (1973). The feminine style was defined by
Campbell as she completed an analysis of the rhetorical methods utilized by suffragettes in the
first and second feminist waves (Campbell, 1973, 1989). Campbell, as well as other rhetoricians,
have noted how suffragettes were bound by conservative ideology about femininity that made it
improper to engage in “masculine” styles of speaking that were analytical and impersonal
(Jamieson, 1988; Parry-Giles & Parry-Giles, 1996). Therefore, Campbell (1973, 1989) highlights
the feminine style as born from the tension between historic rhetorical practice, traditional
gender roles, and the introduction of women to the political sphere. Campbell (1989) elaborates
on the challenges of being a female orator, noting:
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Speakers had to be expert and authoritative; women were submissive. Speakers ventured
into the public sphere (the courtroom, the legislature, the pulpit, or the lecture platform);
woman’s domain was domestic. Speakers called attention to themselves, took stands
aggressively, initiated action, and affirmed their expertise; ‘true women’ were retiring
and modest and, their influence was indirect, and they had no expertise or authority.
These were viewed as exclusively masculine traits related to man’s allegedly lustful,
ruthless, competitive, amoral and ambitious mature. Activities requiring such qualities
were thought to ‘unsex’ women. (p. 10)
Therefore, a female rhetor who espoused self-reliance, self-confidence, and independence –
characteristics deemed to be a violation of the female role – was likely to be unsuccessful at
persuading audiences to act (Campbell, 1989). In the fear of having their femininity questioned
and “being labeled ‘mannish’ or ‘unsexed’” female orators developed their own persuasive style
(Mattina, 1994, p. 199; see also Campbell, 1989). Not only did womxn face barriers regarding
who could speak publicly, but womxn also needed convincing that they could act as political
agents. Dow and Boor Tonn (1993) contributed to the conversation surrounding the development
of the feminine style, explaining the feminine style as a “strategic response to a non-traditional
audience inexperienced in public deliberation” (p. 288). In short, the feminine style was an
atypical method of public address utilizing feminine norms to garner the support of other women
in hopes of inciting political action.
Enactment, which Campbell (1982) defines as the speaker being proof of their claim, is
essential to the feminine style. By providing a tangible example of oppression, such as a personal
anecdote, enactment can display the personal issues that result from political inaction. Enactment
was an essential tool used to persuade other women to join the feminist movement. Feminist
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leaders did not campaign en masse, but instead facilitated gatherings of small groups of women
who shared their personal experiences and listened to the experiences of others, typical of social
visits of the time (Campbell, 1973, 1989, Rosen, 2000). Campbell (1973) notes small discussion
groups as an essential strategy of first and second wave feminists since the sharing of stories
leads womxn to question the structures that caused their dissent (Rosen, 2000). Equitable sharing
of personal experiences also functioned to disrupt norms of power and powerlessness, since
power was established as communal, instead of remaining in the hands of leaders. With the
sharing of power, self-efficacy and agency were framed as existing in women who had
previously considered themselves powerless.
The feminine style initially included a timid tone, which helped establish the female
speaker as invitational instead of “demanding” (Campbell, 1973, 1989). Foss and Griffin (1995)
establish this style as atypical from masculine rhetorical methods that were considered an
outright attempt of persuasion, exertion of influence, or display of power. Foss and Griffin
(1995) state “The traditional conception of rhetoric, in summary, is characterized by efforts to
change others and thus to gain control over them. . . this is a rhetoric of patriarchy” (p. 4).
Instead, invitational rhetoric is grounded in feminist principles of equality, self-determination,
and understanding (Foss & Griffin, 1995). The invitational rhetor does not demean or devalue
other perspectives and the audience member accepts the rhetor's perspective and then presents
their own. Through this mutual exchange, both audience member and rhetor are mutually
validated (Foss & Griffin, 1995). Therefore, the invitational nature of the feminine style
celebrates and is anchored in peer-like sharing of personal narrative.
The invitational style, when combined with enactment, becomes additionally persuasive
because individuals are encouraged to engage with the speaker and share their own stories. When
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womxn collectively share their experiences with oppression and marginalization, feminists are
provided an opening for demonstrating women’s personal issues as problems caused by political
inaction. As previously highlighted, the feminine style utilizes feminine norms, sharing
narratives, and personal disclosure to advance ideals operating outside the dominant agenda. For
example, Peeples and Deluca (2006) analyze how women of the environmental justice
movement used marginalized elements of their identity, such as their status as mothers, to their
advantage to challenge environmental threats to their homes, families, and communities. Peeples
and Deluca (2006) also emphasize that, within the feminine style, “truth lies within and the
individual” and women are “encouraged to speak the truths through their experiences without
expressing or insinuating that one truth is better than another”, reinforcing the feminine style as
invitational and characterized by mutual validation and shared expertise (Peeples & Deluca,
2006, p. 66; see also Foss & Griffin, 1995). Dow and Tonn (1993) have noted other contributions
of the feminine style. For example, Dow and Tonn (1993) completed a rhetorical analysis of
Texas governor Ann Richards and found that Richards capitalized on her female identity to
successfully direct her political campaign. Richards’ feminine styling allowed her to offer an
alternative political philosophy grounded in relationships, care, and nurturance (Dow & Tonn,
1993). Another example of a feminine style employed to advance a political movement is
Sheeler and Anderson’s (2014) analysis of German Chancellor, Angela Merkel. Sheeler and
Anderson (2014) found that Merkel utilized a feminine style to promote masculine ideologies,
showing that the feminine style can be used in many contexts and is not always indicative of
progressive politics. Thus, it should be noted that while the feminine style has been used by
many feminist efforts, the feminine style is not exclusive to liberal ideology.
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The feminine style is contextual and social, not due to a characteristic innate within
womxn. Dow (1995) articulates the feminine style as due to female powerlessness, not a
biological predisposition. Dow (1995) notes that there should be greater emphasis on
understanding female powerlessness at an intersection of race and class, since socioeconomic
status (SES) and racial discrimination affect the distribution of power. However, SES and racial
discrimination are not the only factors that should be considered; an intersectional perspective
should be applied with emphasis on the examination of place, space, identity, and time (Dow,
1995; Hayden, 1999). For example, Hayden (1999), when completing an analysis of the feminine
style employed by Jeanette Rankin, a Montana Suffragette, emphasized Rankin’s rhetorical
strategies as built around female ideals of western strength and resilience present in Montana at
the time. Hayden (1999) expanded upon Dow’s (1995) discussion of the feminine style, noting
that “femininity is a complex concept whose meaning is affected by, among other things, time,
place, culture, socioeconomic status, ethnicity and race” (p. 100). Hayden (1999) was vocal that
as social or cultural norms changed, the feminine style would experience parallel or similar
changes. The feminine style understood as practical, strategic, and in some cases, essential for
female rhetors, has been a valuable tool for feminist criticism for years. Continued rhetorical
exploration of the feminine style can reflect a contemporary understanding of life outside
hegemonic patriarchal bodies of thought and offer alternative views of the world. However, in
the contemporary age, in the efforts of advancing genuinely intersectional feminism, it is
essential to be aware of the compounding influence of marginalization. Therefore, contemporary
discussion of the feminine style needs to apply a critical perspective that acknowledges the
constraints of time, space, place, and identity.
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Chapter Three
Valenti’s Contemporary Feminine Style: Reflections and Refractions

Valenti employs a contemporary feminine style that mirrors and diverges from earlier
iterations. She reinforces her relational identity by highlighting the misogyny her mother and
grandmother have experienced as well as her desire that her daughter will not have the same
experiences. Also, Valenti engages in vulnerable self-disclosure to illustrate the personal as
political and the political as personal, which functions to emphasize how womxn should not be
valued only in relation to others. When sharing anecdotes, Valenti challenges expectations that
women will make their stories palatable and instead utilizes a brash styling that emphasizes the
negative outcomes associated with objectification. Analysis indicates that contemporary feminist
rhetors are constrained by the bounds of femininity while simultaneously resisting those
constraints.
Using Maternal Rhetoric to Showcase the Personal as Political.
Valenti invokes her role as a granddaughter, daughter, and mother to illustrate the
personal as political. Here, she adheres to a traditional conceptualization of the feminine style in
that she uses gender norms to advance an alternative agenda (Campbell, 1989). This is
productive as she illustrates personal problems as signifiers of larger, political struggles, yet it
also indicates contemporary feminists are continuing to ground their political claims in their
relational identities, reinforcing Dow and Tonn’s (1993) claim that “while the historical
conditions of women have changed in many ways, their primary social roles have not” (p. 287).
Within Sex Object, Valenti (2016) shows objectification as a political problem by illustrating its
impacts on the women closest to her, as well as herself. Valenti highlights the sexual assault,
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harassment, and violence her mother and grandmother experienced, emphasizing the longstanding effects of objectification. By noting this, Valenti showcases the continuation of
oppression and violence as well as its perceived inescapability. The unrelenting and generational
nature of the abuse within Valenti’s family displays a personal problem as in fact political.
Valenti initially constitutes herself as an individual in a long line of womxn who have
experienced gender-based violence. For example, she (2016) comments “I know it’s called the
cycle of violence, but in my family, female suffering is linear: rape and abuse are passed down
like the world’s worst birthright” (p. 10). Valenti (2016) shares that her “grandmother started
doing ‘favors’ for cash soon after her husband’s moving business started to fail” (p. 171) and that
her grandfather’s drinking problem caused her mother to “lock herself in a closet when he came
home raging at night” (Valenti, 2016, pp. 171-172). Sex Object is rife with Valenti’s personal
experiences including how she “started seeing dicks so regularly on my school commute… I
started to assume every man on the subway was thinking about showing me his penis” (p. 61) or
that she was able to discern the “look that comes over men’s faces right before they are about to
say something horrible to you”, by the age of fourteen (p. 64). By sharing her grandmother’s and
mother’s experiences as well as her own, Valenti draws on the experiences of those closest to her
to indicate objectification and violence against women as widespread.
Valenti (2016) also relies on her maternal role to ground her claims and elevate the
personal as political. For example, Valenti specifically refers to Layla, her daughter, when
providing reasoning for why she wants to address the toxic practice of objectification. Sex Object
contains Valenti’s concerns for Layla’s future, as she does not want the violence that befell her
grandmother, mother, and herself to continue to Layla. However, Valenti’s concerns are not
addressed solely to Layla but also to the next generation of womxn of which Layla is a member.
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For example, in the dedication, Valenti addresses Layla and her niece, Zoe, noting “For Layla
and Zoe. If the world is not a different one for you, I hope you will both change it.” (n.p.). In this
rhetorical act, Valenti uses her maternal and familial role to demonstrate the need for political
action. She uses Layla and Zoe as specific examples, relying heavily on her relational identity,
instead of providing theoretical reasoning about the need to rectify societal treatment of women.
Valenti opens and concludes Sex Object with comments directed toward Layla, relying on her
maternal role to develop a call to action and emphasize the need for change such as her desires
for Layla “to be okay always” (2016, p. 16). In hoping that one day she will not have to fear for
her daughter, Valenti elevates the personal as political through emphasizing her relational roles.
When referring to Layla, Valenti nods to the next generation, emphasizing that
objectification has been, and will continue to be a problem, unless identified and stopped. The
introduction to Sex Object contains an exemplar interaction between Valenti and Layla that
captures Valenti’s concern for the future of her daughter and future generations. Layla came
home from school and expressed her distaste as the pig with the straw house in her school’s
production of The Three Little Pigs, emphasizing that “I want to be one of the ones who doesn’t
get eaten,” (Valenti, 2016, p. 5). By emphasizing her daughter’s youthful desires that she will
“not accept a role in which she will be devoured,” Valenti maintains writing Sex Object as an
attempt to make sure her daughter will “feel that way always” (p. 5). This example suggests that
action needs to be taken before her daughter grows up; otherwise, Layla will also experience
objectification and its negative outcomes. This characterizes Valenti’s feminine style since she is
invoking her maternal role to encourage change for future generations of women. Further,
Valenti exemplifies a feminine style with the invitational styling of her claim; she is not
demanding action but gently using Layla as one of her reasons to address objectification.
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Valenti (2016) commonly uses Layla as her personal example for generating societal
change and concludes Sex Object in a manner that politicizes seemingly personal maternal fears.
Valenti emphasizes her terrors surrounding Layla’s selective mutism, an anxiety disorder that
leaves an individual unable to speak in certain social situations. Valenti worries Layla will have a
“silent future where she cannot stand up for herself or, worse, adequately express her joy” (p.
189). In this example, Valenti echoes maternal norms of child protection but also expresses her
desires of joy and happiness for her daughter. These are not original wants or desires, but
communal experiences felt by most mothers, reinforcing relational norms frequently utilized in
the feminine style (Hayden, 1999). Valenti relies on using Layla, her daughter, as a personal
example of the larger concerns held by most parents.
Valenti’s (2016) invokes her maternal role to ground her call for change. Valenti unpacks
an interaction she had at a restaurant wherein she followed a speech therapist’s advice to have
Layla speak to a server at a restaurant:
I ask the waitress if Layla can order something and her mouth moves but no words come
out. I tell her she needs to speak louder. She whispers ice cream, but too low for the
waitress to hear. I tell her one more time, You need to say it louder. (p. 192)
This specific interaction, used to close Sex Object, represents something larger than an
interaction between Valenti and Layla. Valenti, when speaking to her daughter, is emphasizing
the need to be vocal even when fearful of doing so. When Valenti shares her hopes and
aspirations for her daughter Layla within Sex Object, her maternal role as a protector enables her
to call for the end of the objectification of women while still adhering to the roles of femininity.
Valenti challenges Layla to engage in actions that frighten her and implicitly invites the reader to
do the same. Valenti does not demand, tell, or expect from Layla or from her audience but
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simply encourages action through referring to Layla, her personal example of the future
generations and the need to change. Valenti’s adherence to familial and maternal norms
constitutes her feminine style.
Personalizing the Political through Self-Disclosure
Throughout Sex Object, Valenti (2016) uses personal anecdotes to illustrate the impact of
sexual assault and show feminists as humans subject to internalizing misogyny. Valenti’s
anecdotes also function to humanize her, countering the tendency to view womxn through their
relational roles such as "someone's daughter, sister, mother or friend” (Loken, 2014, p. 1100).
While Valenti reflects the traditional feminine style by grounding her claims in personal
anecdotes, she also emphasizes her own experiences and thus challenges constructs of womxn as
human only when considered in relation to others.
Valenti’s (2016) anecdotes are exceptionally powerful when she shares her experiences
with sexual assault. By sharing memories and stories in which she was sexually assaulted,
Valenti provides evidence to her claims about the sexualization and harassment of womxn,
deconstructs beliefs that womxn are culpable in preventing their assault, and shows how womxn
internalize the personal impacts of a political problem. For example, Valenti details a sexual
assault that had a lasting and traumatic effect on her:
On the worst day, in eighth grade, I didn’t notice at all. The train was crowded but my
mind was elsewhere. I was listening to A Tribe Called Quest on my Walkman and
thinking about how warm it was and when I stepped out of the subway onto the 39th
Avenue platform the sun hit my face and I was happy to be almost home. But when I
started to put my hand in my back pocket, I felt something wet: I had made it that whole
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ride home back without noticing that a man, whose face I would never see, had come on
me. (p. 58)
This self-disclosure reflects how objectification robs womxn of their right to live normal lives,
with Valenti providing a personal example of how womxn are preyed upon during daily routines.
By sharing her harrowing experience walking home after being assaulted by an unseen stranger,
Valenti showcases how dangerous public spaces are for womxn. Not only is it nearly impossible
for womxn to evade sexualization or sexual harassment but womxn need to be cognitively
prepared for a disturbing interaction at any given time. Valenti’s anecdotal experiences within
Sex Object succinctly capture her personal vulnerability and how womxn’s experiences are
affected by objectification as a whole.
Valenti (2016) constitutes herself as a peer and as human by sharing anecdotes that
highlight the incongruence between her feminist values and her personal experiences. Her
anecdotes model imperfect feminist actions as feminist action nonetheless and highlights the
need to move away from the feelings of shame that cause womxn’s silence. For example, another
powerful anecdote shared by Valenti in the chapter “Grilled Cheese,” reads:
[T]he day after he fucked me while I was unconscious, I had Carl buy me a grilled cheese
sandwich and French fries… When I joked to him about date-raping me, he shot back:
Don’t worry, I went down on you first. (p. 109)
Through revealing her humor-based reaction to being sexually assaulted when unconscious,
Valenti deconstructs the impossible perfection expected of feminists while adding to her
feminine style. The vulnerability that stems from doing so allows readers to connect with Valenti
through her peer-like status and the possibility of shared experience (Campbell, 1989; Hayden,
1999). Valenti continues recalling what she could from the night, mentioning how she woke up
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to Carl taking off her clothes while he was on top of her, asking him what he was doing, and her
inability to remember the rest of the events. She reflected upon this later and unpacked the
difficulty she felt in labeling it rape:
I have never called this assault. I’m not really sure why. As a feminist writer I’ve
encouraged others to name the thing that happened to them so our stories can be laid bare
in a way that is inescapable and impossible to argue with. And I realize, and I realized
then, that by definition, penetrating someone while they are unconscious – even if you’ve
had sex before with this person – is rape. (p. 112)
In this example, Valenti’s personal disclosure is a risk to herself and her credibility. By admitting
her internal struggle in labeling this event as rape or sexual assault, Valenti displays her
feminism as imperfect. Valenti does not shame herself for her indecisiveness to label Carl’s
attack as rape, she shares her difficulty doing so, illustrating that feminists should be allowed
space for making their own decisions. Her vulnerability and self-disclosure are characteristic of
strategies used for creating shared expertise in the feminine style (Campbell, 1989). While
sharing her personal experiences that demonstrate the personal as political, Valenti validates
other womxn that have gone through similar experiences. She is able to constitute herself and
those audience members within a collective of womxn who are proof of assault and sexual
harassment. Finally, by sharing her decision-making process through which she labeled Carl’s
attack as assault, she de-emphasizes herself as a feminist leader and showcases herself as a peer.
Themes of validation and self-disclosure continue through her discussions of abortion, in
which Valenti (2016) illustrates womxn—and feminists in particular—as imperfect humans
subject to internalized oppression. Valenti’s rhetoric reflects the guilt womxn may experience
due to the incompatibility of maternal ideology and feminist ideology. By displaying her
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internalized misogyny characterized by her feelings of inadequacy and failure stemming from
receiving two abortions, Valenti humanizes herself. She reflects on the two abortions she
received, noting, “The feminist who gets one abortion is understandable, expected even. The
woman – mother – who gets two though, must be doing something wrong with her life” (p. 179).
Valenti also unpacks her culpability in requiring a second abortion:
The condom had broken the night before we were supposed to drive to a friend’s house
on Long Island – we talked about picking up the morning after pill on the drive over, but
the traffic was bad and we just wanted to get there. It’s okay, I said. It will still work in
twenty-four hours. So fucking smug. (p. 179)
Valenti’s internalized oppression and perceived feminist failures are also displayed through
sharing an anecdote about when she found out her mother had an abortion:
Still, my first thought when she tells me about her abortion is one of shock because she is
such a good mother. Always sacrificing, always putting us first. Despite my feminism
and knowledge that sometimes women get abortions to be good mothers, my first thought
is one of judgment. (p. 22)
Historically, womxn have faced harsh repercussions for choices concerning bodily autonomy,
causing them to hide their vulnerabilities due to fear of shame or stigma (Kumar et al, 2009;
Swift, 2007). By providing anecdotes about her struggle to combat oppressive internalized
ideology about abortions, Valenti emphasizes her feminism as imperfect. This serves to reduce
pressure about expectations surrounding perfect feminist action, instead acknowledging the
conflicting ideologies and challenges present in contemporary feminism.
Through sharing her personal experiences, a tenant of the feminine style, Valenti
normalizes imperfect feminist action by removing ideals of perfection that might cause
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perceptual barriers to womxn identifying or acting as a feminist. Through engaging in selfdisclosure and sharing anecdotes with her experiences of sexual assault and abortion, Valenti
illustrates feminists as humans that are subject to internalizing oppressive ideologies. Her
anecdotes deconstruct ideals of perfection, making her more relatable and peer-like. The personal
experiences provided within Sex Object display strong evidence for why bodily autonomy,
sexual harassment and sexual assault must be seen as political issues.
Rejecting Palatability
Throughout the many personal disclosures that make up Sex Object, Valenti (2016)
rejects the expectation that she will tell her stories – many of which are traumatic – using
palatable prose. As previously stated, Valenti uses a peer-like tone, which is characteristic of the
feminine style. However, she also challenges feminine norms of palatability and thus departs
from the feminine style.
Moving away from feminine norms of timidity, Valenti (2016) refrains from making
rhetorical choices that would reduce the impact of her message in Sex Object. Instead, Valenti
employs a candid, unapologetic tone that serves to validate the experiences of other womxn. Her
rhetoric reflects that she is not concerned with gaining the attention of those who can only listen
to stories of sexual assault if they are told with humor or packaged in an easily digestible way,
noting “this sort of posturing is a performance that requires strength I do not have anymore” (p.
14). Violence against womxn does not result in a happy ending and Valenti is not attempting to
constitute an audience that is unable to understand the reality of abuse, assault, and harassment.
She emphasizes how “No one wants to hear a woman talking or writing about pain in a way that
suggests that it doesn’t end” (p. 15) in current society but that she is no longer willing to engage
in “pointing and laughing, rolling your eyes with the hope that someone will finally notice that
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this is not very funny” (p. 14). Instead, Valenti’s (2016) rhetoric functions to show womxn that
they should not have to minimalize their traumatic experiences of harassment and assault before
demanding change. This is represented in claims such as:
while my refusal to keep laughing may seem like a real fucking downer, the truth is that
this is what optimism looks like. Naming what is happening to us, telling the truth about
it – as ugly and uncomfortable as it can be – means that we want it to change. (p. 16)
The brutal honesty Valenti employs shows yes it really is that bad for womxn in contemporary
society. However, Valenti reflects understanding of why so many womxn tell their stories
through humor, as she used to do the same. This transition is captured by Valenti’s personal
experiences, as she shares:
Somewhere along the way, I started to care more about what men thought of me than my
own health and happiness because doing so was easier. I bought into the lie that the
opposite of “victim’ is ‘strong”. That pointing and laughing and making it easier on
everyone was the best way to tell our stories. (p. 15)
Again, Valenti constitutes herself as a peer through gentle sharing of similar experience. She
represents the ability to change, noting how her views and behaviors adapted to her new belief
that her well-being is more important than what others think of her. Now, to encourage other
womxn to do the same, Valenti emphasizes how womxn are forced to use humor when speaking
about misogyny and violence against women (VAW). She argues “no one wants to listen to our
sad stories unless they are smoothed over with a joke or a nice melody”, reinforcing how womxn
are unfairly coerced to frame their oppression in palatable bites (Valenti, 2016, p. 15). In
contradiction to norms of acceptability, Valenti utilizes vulgarity and brash framing in Sex
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Object to call out toxic masculinity that results in the sexualization, objectification, and abuse of
women.
Valenti’s (2016) divergence from palatability is a contemporary adaption due to changing
social norms. An example of her move away from palatability, is Valenti’s frequent use of
vulgarity and coarse language such as “fuck”, “shit”, “whore” and “dick” within Sex Object. This
is represented in her reflections on how womxn are encouraged not to respond to verbal
harassment from strangers, “don’t give them the fucking satisfaction,” (p. 14), bluntly restating
how her college boyfriend called her a “piece of shit garbage whore,” (p. 103), and openly
sharing that “I don’t remember the first time an anonymous man told me to go fuck myself or
said I was a cunt” (p. 131). Sex Object is a New York Times bestseller and the popularity of
Valenti’s work indicates that audiences are receptive to her unfiltered honesty. Therefore, the
positive reaction to Valenti’s use of vulgarity indicates a moving acceptance of brashness,
hinting at shifting cultural norms. Prior cultural norms bound womxns opportunities in
meekness, marriage and motherhood (Campbell 1989; Pickens & Braun, 2018). By engaging in
vulgarity, Valenti is advancing norms of acceptability by drawing attention to the policing of
womxn’s language and the monitored boundaries of free speech. Valenti’s brash framing of her
memoir serves to validate other womxn and to show that womxn should not have to make their
experiences palatable.
Valenti’s (2016) vulgarity can also be considered an attempt to constitute herself as a
peer. Through engaging in vulgarity, Valenti de-emphasizes her academic expertise by using
language frequently employed in a lay setting. The use of academic jargon would elevate the
tone of Sex Object and create more distance between Valenti and the reader, but by using
vulgarity, Valenti establishes a casual tone that marks her as similar to audience members.
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Therefore, Valenti serves a dual role as an expert and a peer, empowering the audience to
validate their own experiences of objectification and self-objectification. Looking into Valenti’s
positionality, more specifically the fact that she has a Master’s degree and openly and frequently
uses an explicit vocabulary, creates the society disrupting juxtaposition common within the
feminine style (Campbell, 1973, 1989). An audience member might not be expecting a memoir
to be crass and forward, so when confronted with Valenti’s brutally clear framing of her personal
experiences, realizes the harsh reality of living as a womxn. Valenti’s decision to include
vulgarity within Sex Object was purposeful and created Valenti’s ability “to reduce the distance
between the rhetor and audience and empower(s) audiences to trust their own perceptions and
judgments” (Dow & Tonn, 1995, p. 299). Thus, Valenti’s move away from palatability
contributes to a contemporary understanding of the feminine style.
Is it more socially acceptable to engage in explicit language use in published works? Sex
Object is an award-winning memoir, indicating that cultural norms surrounding femininity have
shifted enough that other womxn identify with Valenti’s (2016) brash styling. As Dow (1995)
emphasizes, the feminine style is due to culture, not biology, and the feminine style allows
women to utilize ideals of femininity when addressing the public (Campbell, 1973). The work of
previous feminists has allowed Valenti to have more rhetorical options than womxn of past years
since public ideals of femininity have shifted. Many scholars such as Carlson (2011) emphasize
“femininity as adaptive and morphing” (p. 76) and the contemporary state of female liberation
gives womxn multiple options for living outside the constraints of conventional roles (Budgeon,
2011, 2016) However, personal choices concerning femininity are not wholly autonomous, but
parallel social change (Budegon, 2016). Therefore, Valenti’s inclusion of vulgar language and
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blunt framing of controversial issues are personal choices that reflect changing social norms of
femininity.
In Sex Object, Valenti mirrors and diverges from the traditional feminine style. Valenti
adheres to the feminine style because she engages in self-disclosure and invitational rhetoric
through sharing personal experiences, constituting herself as a peer encourage audience
involvement. Valenti also uses relational roles and maternal norms to justify her claims and
desires to address objectification. However, Valenti moves away from some aspects of the
traditional feminine style by not engaging in meekness or timid styling, instead choosing brash
framing and vulgarity. These rhetorical choices reflect and are representative of the
contemporary culture, maintaining the standards of the feminine style (Dow, 1995).
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Chapter Four
Conclusion

As I have shown, Valenti employs a contemporary feminine style that demonstrates the
personal as political to address objectification as a process that marginalizes and oppresses
womxn. Valenti’s feminine style adheres to relational norms of femininity, is marked by selfdisclosure, includes the sharing of personal narratives, and is framed in a peer-like tone.
However, it diverges from historical application of the feminine style characterized by a meek
tone. Instead Valenti’s feminine style reflects new cultural norms that move away from
palatability and support the inclusion of crass language. It is apparent that Valenti—and likely
other womxn—are through with using a humor or an apologetic tone to discuss objectification,
sexual assault, and violence. Her feminine styling allows Valenti to constitute herself as a peer
among a league of womxn to advance a feminist agenda while remaining within acceptable
constraints of femininity.
Valenti’s feminine style is characterized in part by her brashness and vulgarity. Her
obscenity is well-received, indicated by the success of Sex Object. Scholars should continue to
examine the role of vulgarity and obscenity within fourth-wave feminism, as it could be regarded
as a characteristic of fourth-wave feminist advocacy. Understanding vulgarity’s transition from
personal settings to public and political settings, especially in conjunction with the spread of
social media and online activism, would provide insight into updated views of persuasion and
identification.
Valenti’s feminine style includes claims grounded in motherhood. For instance, Valenti’s
desire to make the world a safer place for her daughter reflects intensive mothering ideology in
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which it is the mother’s role to protect her child from outside dangers (Hayden, 2017). While
mothering tropes are common rhetorical methods, Valenti’s use of this practice is not without
implication. Feminists often navigate a quagmire of being persuasive or reinforcing
unidimensional ideologies of womxn and Valenti engaging in claims grounded in her identity as
a mother reinforces White norms of intensive mothering. Intensive mothering ideologies work
against contemporary constructions of womxn as more than caregivers and reflects that the
words of womxn have more value when spoken on the behalf of others. This creates a
challenging double bind for activists campaigning for womxn’s rights when their claims
grounded in personal desires, needs, or experiences are not as seen as persuasive. While Valenti
shares her personal experiences to demonstrate the personal as political, it should be noted that
her rhetoric could be viewed as a somewhat problematic replication of intensive mothering
ideology.
Valenti’s rhetoric is powerful at the same time that it is (not coincidentally) marked by
her privilege. Oretega (2006) emphasized the need to question feminist strategies and unpack the
underlying Whiteness within feminism. Thus, to decenter the White consciousness of feminism,
rhetorical scholars must consider the positionalities of rhetors that digress from traditional
feminine styling. Inquiring about the conditions that created the possibility of divergence from
the feminine style, such as identity privilege, is encouraged by Dow (1995) and furthered by
Hayden’s (1999) call to consider place, socioeconomic status, ethnicity and race in the creation
of feminine styles. Crenshaw (1997) outlines the “discursive constructions of Whiteness” that
frequently go unmarked and unnamed, presenting countless challenges for rhetorical critics
interested in unmasking the implicit functioning of Whiteness (p. 254). The intersection of
Whiteness, class, gender and feminist action needs further examination, as encouraged by
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Mattina (1999) who emphasizes “if we are to fully understand women’s experiences as rhetors,
we must begin to validate those voices not privileged by class, race, or formal education” (p.
203). Since U.S. feminism has been largely unsuccessful at doing so thus far, scholars have
emphasized the need for authentic investigation of Whiteness within feminism (See Rowe,
2000). Otis (2019) outlines three theoretical tracks of implementing an intersectional approach to
rhetorical examination: theory and experience, discourse and materiality, and academic and
intellectual activism. Otis’s (2019) intersection of theory and experience is most suited to this
rhetorical critique, as an intersectional rhetor uses the body as evidence, with its vulnerabilities
serving “as proof of the theory of intersectionality” (Otis, 2019, p. 373). Valenti’s feminine style
is largely created through her anecdotal disclosure of sexual assaults, harassment, and other
experiences of objectification. Thus, Valenti’s rhetoric reflects an intersectional approach in
which she uses her body and her experiences as proof of oppression. This serves to demonstrate
the personal as political, although it should be noted that Valenti’s experiences reflect her
identity and position in society (Otis, 2019). It should not be assumed that the experiences of a
White, straight, cis-gender womxn will be the same of a women occupying a different body,
identity or positionality. Therefore, other rhetorical examinations of feminine styles should be
conducted with a focus on the rhetors identity to continue examining the privilege embedded
within the rhetor’s body.
In a 2016 interview, Valenti unpacked her thoughts about writing Sex Object (Felsenthal,
2016). Valenti emphasized that Sex Object was about documenting her experiences stating
"Women are sharing their stories a lot more. I'm not just talking about the content of those
stories, but the act of storytelling itself as a feminist act" (Felsenthal, 2016). This is a
contemporary iteration of the sentiments first stated by Sarachild (1968) and Hanisch (1969), in
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which sharing personal experiences is the first step to igniting political action. Freedman (2014)
uses four questions to outline how consciousness-raising moves from sharing to analysis to
action: What is? Why is? What should? How should? These are questions we should continue to
ask when looking to the future of feminism, feminist efforts, and the feminine style. Other
scholars should build upon the body of literature advancing contemporary examination of the
feminine style with considerations of identity and privilege.
This analysis reflects a contemporary understanding of a historical feminist rhetorical
strategy. Through outlining each feminist wave and the parallel advancements of feminist
rhetorical methods, I have traced the trajectory of the feminine style to its new age employment
by Jessica Valenti. Valenti (2016) displays a feminine style that reflects historical elements of
previous feminine stylings such as adherence to relational norms, self-disclosure, sharing
anecdotes, and a peer-like tone. However, Valenti displays new advancements to the feminine
style in her move away from palatability that serves to validate the experiences of other womxn.
This analysis contributes to scholarly understanding of the feminine style, particularly
acknowledging how identity affects rhetorical influence. I hope that other rhetorical critics
follow the trend of this thesis to unpack the implicit whiteness of femininity and advance an
authentic and intersectional approach to feminist analysis.
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